Category
Physical Science
Forces

Focus
Flight

Objective
To explore how forces
allow flight

National
Standards
A1, A2, B1, B2, E1, E2,
E3, F5, G1

Materials
Needed

Twisty T worksheet
(student worktext,
p.171)
scissors

Safety
Concerns

4. Sharp Objects
Remind students to exercise caution when using scissors.

Additional Comments

After the activity is over, encourage students to modify their Twisty T flyers
in order to further explore cause and effect relationships. In addition to trying
different folds to modify the rotor’s length and shape, suggest adding weight
(a paperclip) to the bottom to see what happens.
Remind your students that to be true scientists, they must use the scientific
method. This means they can change only one variable each time they run a
test. They must also record their results carefully. Such experiments are the
essence of scientific inquiry!


Overview

Read the overview aloud to your students. The goal is to create an atmosphere
of curiosity and inquiry.
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WHAT TO DO
Monitor student research
teams as they complete
each step. Don’t let students stand on chairs or
tables to launch their
Twisty T flyers!

Teacher to Teacher
The Bernoulli Principle states that
the faster air moves, the lower the
air pressure. The flight of all fixedwing aircraft is based on this principle. Faster air over the curved
upper surface of a wing lowers the
air pressure, causing the higher air
pressure under the wing to push
up. This is known as “lift.”
As we learned in an earlier lesson,
force comes in couples (or oppos-
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ing forces). There are two couples
acting on any winged aircraft.
The forward push from the motor
(thrust) struggles against air resistance pushing back (drag). The
upward push of higher air pressure
(lift) fights against the downward
pull of gravity. For a safe flight
and landing, the pilot of the aircraft must balance and control
these four forces.
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What Happened
Review the section with students. Emphasize bold-face words that identify key concepts and introduce new vocabulary.
Forces always come in pairs. Every force
has an opposing force. For instance, when
you stand up, the force of your muscles
fights against the force of gravity.
a) descriptions should include shape and form
b) no, because it has no wings yet

a) similar: same material, same weight, etc.
b) different: shape, angles, more like a
wing, etc.

In this activity, gravity was trying to pull
your Twisty T flyer down. But your Twisty
T flyer resisted gravity by spinning like a
top and slowing its fall. This showed us that
there was another force in action, too. So
what happened?
As it fell, your Twisty T flyer’s wing flaps
were given a slight twist. The twist turned
those strips of paper into wings, creating
lift (a backwards push against gravity).
Lift is a force that’s caused when air rushes over the top of a surface faster than it
does the bottom. It’s the force that allows
for flight. Although gravity will eventually
triumph, the force of lift allows us to slow
the descent of the Twisty T.

What We Learned
Gravity and lift.
Gravity pulled down; lift pushed up.
(Note: thrust and resistance are also factors,
but not mentioned in the student worktext.)

Answers will vary. Suggested responses are
shown at left.

a) a helicopter
b) similar: rotary motion, spinning, etc.
c) different: no motor, doesn’t fly long, etc.

a) answers will vary
b) possible answers include shape, smoothness,
weight, form of wing, direction of folds, etc.
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Conclusion
Read this section aloud to the class to summarize the concepts learned in this activity.

Food for Thought
Read the Scripture verse aloud to the class.
Talk about ways we can learn to depend on
God’s strength instead of our own.

Journal
If time permits, have a general class discussion about students’ journal entries. Share
and compare observations. Be sure to emphasize that “trial and error” is a valuable
part of scientific inquiry!

Extended Teaching
1. Research the history
of helicopters on the Internet. Cut out or download pictures and make a
helicopter bulletin board.
Add cards naming at least
four forces working on
the helicopter. (Same as
for fixed-wing aircraft.)

cate the equation.

4. Research aircraft carriers. Find out how special equipment creates
the forces needed for extremely short take-offs
and landings. Make a list
of typical aircraft that are
found on carriers. Com2. Use a copier to make pare similarities and diflarger or smaller versions ferences.
of the Twisty T flyer.
Have students explore 5. Many areas of the counhow these variations fly. try have Medivac units
(helicopter ambulances).
3. Invite a pilot to visit Arrange a field trip to see
your class. Discuss the one of these unique lifefour forces a pilot has to saving machines. Discuss
balance and control in or- how it is different from
der to achieve safe flight. other helicopters.
Talk about how weather
conditions can compli88 • Lesson 18
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